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Leader development is the most important core competency of our Army. Multiple Army Chiefs of Staff have commented on the need to build the bench of strategic leaders for our Army, but this continuous identification of the issue has not solved the problem. Currently, our Army does a good job at developing tactical and operational leaders, as evidenced by our success at those levels in Iraq and Afghanistan, but numerous studies conducted by the Army and by leading think tanks highlight the need for greater attention to strategic leader development. Requiring an advanced degree from an accredited university and completion of true broadening assignments will facilitate the development of the competencies required for success at the strategic level.
Army Strategic Leader Competency Development: Small Changes For A Large Impact

Our military has been in constant conflict for over 10 years and by most accounts has performed well at the tactical and operational levels. Understandably, our Army has been focused on the short-term mission of winning the current fight. While many of the lessons learned in Iraq and Afghanistan can be applied in the future development of Army leaders, the Army still has not solved the problem of developing strategic leaders for the future. Following the withdrawal of U.S. Forces from Iraq, with the impending withdrawal of forces from Afghanistan, and with the certainty of decreasing defense budgets in the future, we face a challenge and an opportunity to improve how we identify, educate and develop the future strategic leaders for our Army.

Leader development is the most important core competency of our Army.¹ Multiple Army Chiefs of Staff have commented on the need to build the bench of strategic leaders for our Army, but this continuous identification of the issue has not solved the problem. Currently, our Army does a good job at developing tactical and operational leaders, as evidenced by our success at those levels in Iraq and Afghanistan, but numerous studies conducted by the Army and by leading think tanks highlight the need for greater attention to strategic leader development.² This raises some questions. What key competencies will our future strategic leaders need? How can the Army better develop these key competencies to better prepare officers to become strategic leaders?

To answer these questions, this paper will first identify the competencies required for success at the strategic level. Second, this paper will look at the current Army officer development and progression program, and will then consider recent reviews of the
topic that might highlight areas for improvement. Finally, proposed recommendations for change will be presented.

Key Strategic Leader Competencies

A strategic leader is a leader who sees his or her organization as interdependent and interconnected and understands the impacts of his or her decisions inside and outside the organization. Strategic leaders are future focused, they are able to integrate short-term results and long-term focus, and they are drivers of change. Strategic leaders may serve inside or outside the Army, and they must thoroughly understand political-military relationships. America's complex national security environment requires strategic leaders to have an in-depth knowledge of all elements of national power; diplomatic, informational, military, and economic, and they must also understand the interrelationships between these instruments and use them effectively to achieve our strategic ends.

Competencies are the knowledge, skills, attributes, and capacities that enable a leader to perform his required tasks; they can be developed and improved through education and experience. Different skills are required for success at the strategic level. Although necessary, effective tactical and operational level leadership is not a sufficient condition for leadership success at the strategic level. Although many of the leadership competencies carry over, envisioning the future by developing a vision for the next 5-20 years, consensus building, and communication skills are the most important competencies that would enable a strategic leader to align his or her organization to a constantly changing and complex environment.

The capability to formulate and articulate strategic aims and key concepts is perhaps a strategic leader's most significant capacity. A strategic leader accomplishes
this by developing and promulgating an effective vision. Vision refers to a picture of the future with some implicit or explicit commentary on why people should strive to create that future. In other words, vision provides the purpose, direction, and motivation for an organization.

Although leaders at all levels can and many should create a vision, it is essential at the strategic level. At all levels, a vision is focused on where the leader wants to take the organization. Unlike lower levels where the leader has the ability to directly influence his or her subordinates, at the strategic level, the leader is dependent on subordinates to do the influencing. An effective vision allows this influencing to be more focused and effective toward a common goal.

Prior to producing an effective vision at the strategic level, a leader must thoroughly understand the organization, know the internal and external stakeholders, and understand the internal and external audiences. For the Army, the internal audience is subordinate units or commands, and individual Soldiers and leaders. The external audience includes, but is not limited to, Congress, the American public, allies, and potentially even adversaries. Internal implications of an effective vision could include doctrinal changes, organizational changes, manpower adjustments, training focus, or changes in research and development. Externally, an effective vision allows outside actors and stakeholders to know the desired future direction of the Army.

Although it may be important in some instances at other levels, consensus building is essential at the strategic level. During the 2012-2013 Army Senior Leader Day at the Army War College (AWC), many of the leaders present described consensus building as the one competency that was essential for success at the strategic level.
This is more important at the strategic level than other levels because the strategic leader spends more time dealing with outside organizations. The strategic leader may deal with legislatures, other Services, inter-agencies, non-governmental organizations, and even other nations – none of which would respond positively to orders or directives. Consensus is necessary for coordinated and effective action.\textsuperscript{11} In order to reach consensus, the strategic leader, at a minimum, needs to be self-aware, culturally aware, and needs to possess negotiating skills. In order to effectively promulgate a vision and to be an effective consensus builder, a strategic leader needs to possess excellent communication skills.

Developing communication skills begins while building and developing tactical competencies. Communication skills include deciding who to influence, how to influence them, how to deliver the message effectively, and how to assess the effectiveness of the effort. Senior leader communications is a mix of art and science.\textsuperscript{12} Communications at the strategic level differs significantly from communication at lower levels. Strategic leaders speak to internal and external audiences who may have less understanding of a topic or the background of a topic. Because of this, persuasiveness, brevity, and clarity are essential communications skills that must be mastered.\textsuperscript{13}

Although many leadership competencies carry over, there is a non-linear increase in the demands of envisioning the future by developing a vision, consensus building, and communication skills at the strategic level. These competencies are vital to a strategic leader’s ability to operate successfully in today’s complex environment. Given the importance of these competencies, how does the Army develop them in its leaders? Leader competence develops from a balanced combination of education and
training, experience, and self-development. The Department of the Army’s Pamphlet (DA PAM) 600-3, Commissioned Officer Professional Development and Career Management, details each of these areas.

Officer Development and Officer Progression

DA PAM 600-3 serves as the primary “professional development guide for all Army officers.” This section will review the process described in DA PAM 600-3 and how professional development is accomplished by the current officer progression model. From this, conclusions can be made on the effectiveness of the current system of developing strategic leaders for our Army.

Army officer development should effectively balance breadth and depth of experience. The current model for leader development is focused more on the “quality and range of experience, rather than the specific gates or assignments required to progress.” It accomplishes this through institutional training, operational assignments, and self-development.

Institutional training consists of the schools and training centers where leaders learn the competencies required for quality leadership while training to perform critical tasks. Institutional training provides the foundation for officer development. Institutional training represents the resident training an officer receives in both military and civilian institutions. Military schools fall mainly into the Officer Education System (OES) and begin with the Basic Officer Leadership Courses (BOLC). BOLC’s objective is to develop platoon leaders who are technically competent and confident. The courses provide the foundation of common core skills as well as branch specific training. The Captains’ Career Course (CCC) prepares company grade officers to command at the company, battery, or troop level and to serve as staff officers at the battalion and
brigade levels. The course focuses on the technical, tactical, and leadership competencies needed for success as a company grade officer. Once selected for Major, officers attend Intermediate Level Education (ILE), the Army’s formal education program for Majors designed to prepare new field grade officers for their next 10 years of service. All officers currently attend a type of ILE, either the 10 month resident course at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, or a blended ILE that includes a 3 month course at a satellite location. Following ILE, select officers may attend the Advanced Military Studies Program taught by the School for Advance Military Studies (SAMS). This is a year-long course and offers students an advanced education on the military arts and sciences focused at the operational level. If selected by a Department of the Army Board, officers attend Senior Service College (SSC) as a lieutenant colonel or colonel. SSC is the apex of the officer education system course and it prepares officers for senior command and staff positions within the Army or Department of Defense (DoD). SSC is the last scheduled formal education that officers receive in their careers for the positions of greatest responsibility in the DoD.

All officers are required to have a bachelor’s degree prior to attendance at CCC, but there is no requirement for an advanced degree for the majority of officers. Officers may pursue full-time studies for an advanced degree through either fully funded or partially funded programs, but the number of positions available is based on budget, policy, or Army needs. Cooperative degree programs are available at some branch schools and ILE, and tuition assistance is available for those officers desiring to pursue an advanced degree off-duty. There are also a small number of fellowships that allow an officer to pursue an advanced degree followed by a utilization tour on the Joint or
Army Staff. Completion of SSC at the Army War College also includes the awarding of a Masters of Strategic Studies degree. If selected for advanced civil schooling, DA PAM 600-3 directs that officers should pursue degrees in an academic discipline that supports their designated branch, functional area, or Military Occupational Specialty code (MOS).21

Operational assignments are broken into 2 types, key developmental (KD) and developmental. KD positions are those positions deemed fundamental to the development of an officer in his or her core branch or functional area. Senior Army Leadership can also identify positions as KD if the positions are deemed critical to provide experience across the Army’s Strategic mission.22 Examples of this are Stability Transition Team positions for majors or lieutenant colonels. Although all positions are developmental, those positions that provide exposure to experiences and competencies outside an officer’s core branch or functional area are considered broadening. Broadening assignments are supposed to develop a wider range of skills, knowledge, and understanding.23 For the purpose of this paper, typical assignments for a due course Infantry Officer will be used as career progression for an Infantry Officer is similar to other Maneuver, Fire, and Effects (MFE) Officers, and the majority of General Officers come for the MFE ranks.24

Company level development occurs through the 10th year of service. Following commissioning and entry level schooling (Ranger, Airborne, BOLC III, etc.), a lieutenant is typically assigned to a Brigade Combat Team (BCT). Initial schooling typically takes 8-9 months. A lieutenant must serve successfully as a platoon leader in order to be eligible for promotion to captain. Officers selected for promotion will currently pin on
captain’s rank at the 42 month mark, and will attend Maneuver Captains Career Course (MCCC) within 6 months (+ or -) of promotion. Upon successful completion of MCCC, officers are again assigned to a BCT. Ideally officers are assigned to a different type of Infantry Organization than they served in as a lieutenant. The key assignment as a captain is successful company level command for 18 months, plus or minus 6 months. A select few officers will have the opportunity to command a second company, but total command time should not exceed 26 months. Following command, officers will pursue a variety of developmental and broadening positions. Officers selected for promotion will typically pin on major in their 10th year of service. With schooling and required KD times, most officers have approximately 4 years for developmental or broadening assignments at the company level.

Major development typically takes place between years 10 and 17. Following ILE, officers will be assigned to a unit to complete 18-24 months in a KD position. KD positions include Operations Officer or Executive Officer at the battalion or brigade level, Chief of Plans at the division or corps level for SAMS graduates, battalion or brigade Transition Team Chief, or division or corps level Chief of Operations. Developmental and broadening positions for a major include Combat Training Center Combat Trainer, Doctrine/Training Developer, Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) Assistant Professor of Military Science (A/PMS), Army Staff, or Joint/Inter-Agency assignment. Officers typically pin on lieutenant colonel in their 17th year of service. With schooling and required KD times, most officers have approximately 4 years for developmental and broadening assignments at the major level. Development time for a lieutenant colonel typically occurs between the 17th and 22nd years.
KD positions for lieutenant colonels include Centralized Selection List (CSL) battalion level command or transition team chief. Following 24 months of command or transition team service, officers are sent to developmental or broadening assignments. Officers typically have 2-3 years for developmental and broadening assignments as a lieutenant colonel. Select lieutenant colonels may attend SSC or an equivalent course prior to or after selection and promotion to colonel. Officers typically pin on colonel at the 22 year mark. Colonel is the first rank where officers will work as a primary strategic level advisor and is the gate to strategic level leadership.

Unlike the institutional and operational domains, no time is allocated for self-development. According to DA PAM 600-3, self-development is a continuous, life-long process that consists of individual study, research, and practice that supplements on-the-job and institutional training and is on-going throughout an officer’s career. Self-development is the responsibility of each individual officer.

The following figure from DA PAM 600-3 visually depicts the concept for officer development over an officer’s career.
Figure 1. Officer Development over Time

Shortcomings for Officer Development

This portion of the paper will discuss the various shortcomings the Army has in developing strategic leaders.

One shortcoming highlighted in multiple Army studies is that personnel management requirements drive operational assignments at the expense of quality developmental experiences. The Defense Officer Professional Management Act (DOPMA) of 1980 contains many of the laws and policies that govern officer career management. DOPMA is a time based management system with relatively fixed promotion zones. The key aspects of DOPMA include promotion zones based on seniority, allowing officers one opportunity per grade to be in the promotion zone, allowing officers above the zone to remain eligible for promotion, and requiring separation of captains and majors who fail selection for promotion twice. It is Department of Defense policy “based on congressional intent conveyed in the House
and Senate reports accompanying the DOPMA legislation,” that establishes promotion zones. 29 A time-based system means all officers are eligible for promotion at similar time gates, plus or minus a year or two on either side to allow for below or double below the zone and above the zone promotions. Currently, assignments and schools are “linked to promotions and career management models for all officers.” 30 From this, it can easily be deduced that the development of an officer is based on promotion timelines. This discourages officers from some broadening assignments that require more time to complete such as the United States Military Academy (USMA) faculty which is a five year total requirement, or some fellowships that are a three year total requirement because of a belief by many that accepting those assignments may put an officer behind his peers, and put him at risk for promotion. 31 Overlaying the various assignment, military education, and promotion timelines produces a view of the officer career progression for an Infantry Officer.

Figure 2. Infantry Officer Career Progression Model

Some conclusions can be made by a review of the career progression model. First, officer development does not meet the Army’s goal of breadth and depth of assignments; it is driven by time. 32 Time in position and fixed promotion zones are the impetus for personnel managers and officer moves. Second, development is
overwhelmingly focused on tactical and operational competencies. By the time an officer is a colonel with 22 years of service, he will have had a maximum of 10 years for broadening opportunities. The amount of time for broadening will decrease if an officer is promoted below the zone (up to 3 years) or if the officer’s career has not been optimally managed. Also, brigade commanders often hold the highest quality officers at the brigade level for an extended period. Over the past 10 years, some officers have seen a decrease in broadening opportunities due to the requirements of an Army at war. Additionally, some assignments classified as broadening do not meet the Army’s definition of broadening. An examination of developmental assignments listed in DA PAM 600-3 for captains through lieutenant colonels shows that a majority are focused at the tactical or operational levels.\textsuperscript{33} As a result, officer development and career progression are not optimized to develop strategic leader competencies.

Major Studies and Reviews

This section will look at 5 reviews and studies from a variety of sources and focus on the relevant conclusions and recommendations related to officer development. Three of these, 2002 \textit{The Army Training and Leader Development Panel Officer Study: Report to the Army}, 2010 \textit{Center for Army Leadership Annual Survey of Army Leadership (CASAL): Army Education}, and 2011 \textit{Center for Army Leadership Annual Survey of Army Leadership: Main Findings} are Army studies from the Center for Army Leadership at Fort Leavenworth. The last two were published in 2010. \textit{Keeping the Edge: Revitalizing America’s Military Officer Corps} is a Center for New American Security publication. The U.S. Army War College’s Strategic Studies Institute published \textit{Towards a U.S. Army Officer Corps Strategy for Success: Developing Talent}.\textsuperscript{4}
The Army Training and Leader Development Panel (ATLDP) was chartered by the Chief of Staff of the Army to look specifically at Training and Leader Development. The panel conducted a series of interviews and surveys and observed that officers felt that Army practices were out of balance with Army beliefs. Some key conclusions of the panel are as follows. First, excessive operational tempo reduces the quality of training, operational and educational experiences. This increased tempo adversely affects leader development. Second, personnel management requirements drive operational assignments at the expense of quality developmental assignments. Another conclusion was that the Army’s most experienced instructors teach the most experienced students (e.g., SSC) while less experienced instructors teach the least experienced students (e.g., BOLC), and there is no Army process to select, assign, train and certify OES instructors. Key recommendations include revising DA PAM 600-3 to focus career management on quality experiences in the institutional and operational domains, and changing the strategy to select and assign OES faculty to ensure the best qualified and most experienced instructors are used throughout.

The 2010 Center for Army Leadership Annual Survey of Army Leadership (CASAL) survey on Army Education looked at the quality and effectiveness of professional military education (PME) in leadership development. The study showed that PME ratings continue to receive less than 66% favorable ratings for improving leadership capabilities, preparing graduates to develop subordinates, and preparing graduates for their next assignments. The favorability percentages increased as the experience of the student and the experience of the instructor increased. In other words, ILE and AWC graduates had a much higher favorability rating than BOLC and
Another finding was that favorability percentages increased from previous years’ studies, but army education needs to continue to be an interest and concern for Senior Army leaders. The main recommendation is that the Army needs to decide where students learn and develop necessary competencies and develop standards for success.

The 2011 CASAL survey on Army Leadership is based on responses from over 16,800 Army leaders. A major finding was the “develops others” competency continues to be the lowest rated core leadership competency across all levels. Another finding is that rapid promotion and “rigid methods for development and advancement” have a negative influence on leader development. The time based promotion system has prevented leaders from remaining in positions long enough to develop the skills necessary for future leadership roles. Additionally, current leaders who have had limited duty positions lack the skills necessary for command and staff positions. A recommendation is to adopt a more flexible personnel management system that meets the needs of the Army and fosters better leader development.

The Strategic Studies Institute paper on developing talent is the fifth of six monographs focused on talent management in the Army. The purpose of the monograph is to provide a way to tailor talent development based on an officer’s unique talents, skills, experiences, and needs. They use human capital theory to show the importance of continuing education, genuinely useful evaluations, and the use of properly valued signals to positively affect the Army development climate. They describe the current Army process as moving officers “down conventional career paths and through standardized gates.” Properly valued signals are those things the Army
does to show it values the credentials or capabilities of its officers. This can be in the form of promotions or assignment to key positions. Examples include requiring Infantry officers to be Ranger qualified as a pre-requisite to serve as a CCC Small Group Instructor, or promoting a higher percentage of officers who have successfully completed broadening assignments. The monograph also highlights a potential challenge for the Army by showing that there is an inverse relationship between developmental time afforded to officers and their increasing levels of responsibility across a 20-30 year career. In other words, formal development decreases as job complexity increases.\textsuperscript{50} SSC is the last formal education for an officer. While SSC provides an executive level education, it cannot alone prepare senior leaders for the nearly 80 percent of their future jobs in “highly specialized, enterprise level assignments”.\textsuperscript{51} Senior leaders often find themselves in jobs where they haven’t received the formal education needed to succeed.\textsuperscript{52} The monograph recommends adopting a continuing education program to include more graduate school and executive level educational opportunities, changing the OER blocking percentages to fit Army and unit needs, and a continuous evaluation of the signals the Army values to ensure to officers are developing the talents it needs for the future.

In \textit{Keeping the Edge: Revitalizing America’s Officer Corps}, the authors state that the Army must develop and maintain a high degree of adaptability in its officer corps in order to be effective in an increasingly complex environment.\textsuperscript{53} In addition to proficiency in conventional warfare tasks, officers must also develop “a broader knowledge of politics, economics, and the use of information” to be successful in a more complex and rapidly changing environment.\textsuperscript{54} The paper makes some recommendations worth
serious consideration. First, the paper recommends allowing officers career flexibility in the form of unconventional assignments and sabbaticals. Sabbaticals could be used to deal with family or personal issues, pursue graduate education, or to gain additional experiences beneficial to their military careers, such as working with industry.\textsuperscript{55} The paper also recommends enhancing officer education by getting career officers outside of their comfort zones and into the academic arena by increasing graduate degree opportunities, and continuing officer education into the General and Flag Officer ranks.\textsuperscript{56} Other recommendations include increasing Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) opportunities, and making those opportunities available earlier in an officer’s career. Increased training in communication skills and cultivating linguistic and cultural knowledge throughout an officer’s career are also recommended.\textsuperscript{57} The final recommendation of the paper is probably the most important, promoting the right people with the right skills. In other words, promoting officers with the skills that are most valuable for anticipated future conflict and are most capable of leading the Army in the future, not just those who demonstrate tactical excellence.\textsuperscript{58}

The review of the studies and papers identified some overarching themes and areas of improvement. First, the current leader development model does not meet the requirements for developing strategic leaders. The Army needs to better manage individual officer development through developmental, broadening, and educational opportunities, and broadening opportunities need to be increased. The Army needs to improve the quality of OES and increase opportunities for civilian graduate education. Second, the time based career progression model does not effectively meet the
requirements of developing strategic leaders. The Army needs to allow more flexibility in career progression, and needs to better incentivize broadening opportunities.

Recommendations

This portion of the paper will recommend changes to improve the development of strategic leaders for our Army. The recommendations will include identification of talented officers, changes to officer career progression, and changes to the operational and institutional domains.

Not all officers will become strategic leaders, nor do all officers desire to become strategic leaders. The Army needs to identify those with the potential and desire and maximize their opportunities to develop the competencies required for success at the strategic level. One way to identify officers with potential is thru the Officer Evaluation Report (OER). The current OER, Department of the Army (DA) Form 67-9, allows senior raters to give an “above center of mass” rating to up to 49 percent of the officers in their rating pool. The other 51 percent of officers may receive “center of mass” or “below center of mass” ratings. A 49 percent rating is too broad for identifying future strategic leaders, and takes identifying future leaders, and identifying those who need to receive priority for key broadening assignments away from raters and senior raters and passes that responsibility to Human Resources Command (HRC) Assignment Officers and members of DA selection boards. The Army has already made adjustments to the OER that will be effective in 2013, but the changes don’t go far enough. Requiring the rater to use enumeration is a vast improvement and ensures that the rater has a voice in which officers show the greatest potential for promotion and key assignments, but there still in not enough stratification in the senior rater portion. Having blocks for the top 10%, 11-33%, 34-49%, 50-80%, and 81-100% allows senior raters to have greater input
on who gets promoted, allows assignment officers to better discern who has the potential to excel at various developmental and broadening assignments, and paints a better picture of manner of performance for selection boards. Once officers with an exceptional pattern of performance are identified, they need to be personally managed by the branch representatives at Human Resources Command to ensure they are afforded the opportunity to develop the competencies discussed earlier that are required at the strategic level.

The Army identifies broadening assignments as those assignments that “develop a wider range of knowledge and skills, augment understanding of the full spectrum of Army missions, promote practical application of language training or increase cross-cultural exposure, and expand officer awareness of other government agencies, units or environments.” Broadening assignments broaden an officer’s view of the world, where the Army fits into that world, and can force an officer to better develop cultural awareness skills, consensus building skills, and communication skills. Broadening assignments will also force an officer to better know and understand the Army, and how the Army fits in the military element of national power. This understanding will better enable a strategic leader to develop an effective vision. The Army offers many true broadening assignments such as fellowships, USMA faculty positions, and joint and inter-agency assignments. However, the Army also considers Combat Training Centers (CTC) combat trainer positions, training base company command and company executive officer positions, CCC small group instructor and doctrine writing positions as broadening. Although an officer can learn and develop a great deal in these positions, these should not be considered true broadening assignments as they are focused at the
tactical level and seldom take an officer out of his comfort zone. Broadening assignments should be assignments not at the tactical or operational level; they should be assignments outside an officer’s branch or functional area. Broadening assignments should take an officer outside of their normal comfort zone so they are forced to operate in a different culture and learn new skills. DA PAM 600-3 needs to be changed to reflect three types of assignments: Key Developmental, Developmental, and Broadening. The Army should require that an officer successfully complete at least 2 broadening assignments prior to promotion to colonel to ensure officers have had the breadth of assignments required for the development of the competencies required at the strategic level. Promotion boards should be directed to give additional consideration to those officers who successfully complete broadening assignments. Promoting officers who successfully complete broadening assignments will send the signal that the Army values officers who are broadened. Failure to promote these officers will send the signal that the Army does not value officers who are broadened resulting in fewer quality officers pursuing broadening assignments.

Earning an advanced degree benefits the Army, regardless of the field of study. Critical and creative thinking skills are developed, officers are exposed to different points of view and cultures, and officers gain the knowledge of the field of study. Getting career officers out of their comfort zones and into an academic arena where their view of the world is challenged can only benefit the Army. The Army currently has no Ph.D. program without the requirement of a utilization tour resulting in very few officers commanding at the tactical and operational level with a Ph.D. Some equate the educational environment to that of a foreign country with a foreign culture, and
understanding other points of view, customs, and cultures allows for an expanded view of the world. The more people experience expanding their world-view, the more adaptable they will become. This experience would force an officer to communicate to a non-military audience, developing both written and oral communication skills. The expanded world-view gained in the education process would allow for better critical thinking skills and better vision development skills. The experience of dealing with people with different points of view, or from different cultures can also assist in developing consensus-building skills. The Army needs to expand the Advanced Civil Schooling program to allow more officers to participate. The Army should require an advanced degree from an accredited university for promotion to lieutenant colonel. The Army should allow officers who show the potential and desire to be strategic leaders to obtain a Ph.D., or at least a Master of Arts or Master of Science degree from a Tier I university and return to troops in lieu of a utilization tour.

Development of communication skills required at the strategic level can take place throughout an officer’s career. A requirement similar to the speaking requirement at the AWC should be included in ILE and CCC. Completing this requirement would aid in the development of oral communication skills to audiences outside the military. In addition, officers attending ILE and AWC need to have an additional requirement of a written document to an audience outside the military. Media training needs to begin at BOLC and be reinforced in training events. These simple tasks would serve as a forcing function for officers to better develop their communications skills to audiences outside the military.
In the current Army promotion system, officers are eligible for promotion based on their time in grade. This system keeps some officers from applying for and accepting broadening assignments because of the perception that they will end up behind their peers. Adopting a promotion system that allows an officer to be in the promotion zone for up to 3 years for the major, lieutenant colonel, and colonel boards would allow officers to complete required and desired broadening opportunities, and would allow officers the opportunity to remain in some KD positions longer than the current 18-24 month limit. This would ensure that officers selected for colonel have had the time to complete the experiences and education necessary to develop the competencies required for success at the strategic levels. Doing this would ensure that officers selected to serve at the strategic level have had the opportunity to develop the competencies required for success at that level.

Quality of OES active duty instructors continues to be an issue. OES instructors are not chosen from the top tier of officers. With the exception of MCCC, which is a nominative assignment, officers assigned as OES instructors are Tier 2 officers. In other words, they are fully qualified but not necessarily the best a branch has to offer. A recent study of CCC graduates found that course satisfaction correlated with branch investment in selecting, certifying, and developing instructors. The Army needs to invest in the future by ensuring its officers are trained and educated by the best officers. The Army needs to assign some former battalion or brigade level commanders as OES instructors, and provide a promotion incentive for those officers who choose to be an OES instructor through instructions to promotion board members.
Conclusion

This paper looked at how the Army could better develop strategic leaders by first identifying what competencies are needed for success at the strategic level; developing a vision, consensus building, and communications. Next, the paper looked at the current officer development and progression system and identified that the system focuses on tactical and operational competencies at the expense of developing strategic competencies.

The paper then reviewed some studies and surveys that showed the current system does not effectively develop strategic leader competencies due to the time based promotion system, inadequate access to advanced civilian education, and the failure to properly define and incentivize broadening assignments.

The Army currently does a good job at developing leaders to fight and win at the tactical and operational levels, but it must provide the opportunity and incentive for those with the desire and the potential to develop the competencies required for success at the strategic level. Requiring officers identified as having the potential to succeed at the strategic level to complete graduate level education and serve in multiple broadening assignments will set the conditions for the development of the competencies required for success at the strategic level. The Army needs to invest in its education system by assigning quality officers to train and educate its future leaders, and by increasing the communication requirements of officers to communicate to non-military audiences.

The promotion system needs to be changed to allow for more flexibility in an officer’s career to allow time for broadening and educational opportunities, and the Army needs to signal that it values broadening and advanced education through promotions.
Making these small changes will have a large impact on the future development of strategic leaders for our Army.
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